Ramset™ has been offering mechanical anchors to the Australian market for over 50 years. Unlike any direct competitor, Ramset™ develops and manufactures a significant portion of its range in Australia. Ramset™ extensively and rigorously tests the performance of all its anchoring products here in Australia, for Australian substrates, for Australian applications and conditions.

Testing for Australian substrates, conditions and applications ensures the supply of accurate info required for design and selection and safe installation.
DynaBolt™ Plus is a patented design sleeve anchor with the unique ability to “pull down” and ensure a tight and secure anchoring to the fixture. For medium duty anchoring of timber and steel fixtures to concrete.

Available in diameters of 6 through to 20mm; in gold passivated zinc, hot dip galvanised finish and stainless steel AISI 316.
The AnkaScrew™ Screw-In Anchor is a medium duty, rotation setting thread forming anchor. It’s fast and easy to install, easy to remove and does not expand or burst the substrate allowing close to edge installation. Suitable for solid concrete, masonry and hollow brick and block.

Hex Head, WERCSTM Thread

Available in 6 through to 12mm in diameter, up to 150mm in length; in gold passivated zinc and galvanised finishes.
TruBolt™ Stud Anchors

TruBolt™ is a heavy duty torque setting expansion anchor for permanent anchoring into solid substrates such as concrete.

ShureDrive™

ShureDrive™ is a nail in expansion anchor providing a tamper proof anchor into solid concrete or masonry.
Ramplug™ Anchors – Standard
Ramplug provides a medium duty screw anchoring point into concrete, hollow brick and for light duty applications into lightweight concrete.

Ramplug™ Anchors – Long Plug

Ramplug™ Anchors – Ultra Long Plug With Screw
Available with flat and hex head screws, in gold passivated zinc and galvanised finishes.
WALL PLUGS

Wall Plugs
An inexpensive expansion plug for use with screws.

Plastic Spaghetti
Used with 4.5–6g screws and nails.

Wall Plug is also available in rolls of 5m length.
White (5mm), Red (6mm), Green (7mm), Blue (8mm)
NYLON ANCHORS

Light duty removable expansion anchors for use in solid concrete and masonry.

Available in zinc plated steel and stainless steel.
CONCRETE NAILS

Concrete Nails Without Washer

Concrete Nails Without Washer

For hand hammer driving into concrete and solid brick. Ramset™ concrete nails are manufactured from ductile, high strength carbon steel and are available in a number of different styles to suit a range of applications.
Ramset’s™ global network provides innovative solutions, from best in class manufacturing. These products are tested in Australia, for Australian conditions and substrates, to ensure accurate supply of innovative and safe solutions that work.
WALLMATE™

Nylon
Medium duty applications, up to 10kg - bathroom, & garage fixtures, mirrors & clocks.

Nylon Mini
Light duty applications up to 5kg – pictures, clocks, doorbells.

Metal
Medium duty applications, up to 10kg - curtain rods, coat racks, paintings, etc. Can also be used to penetrate denser board linings.

Metal Mini
Light duty applications up to 5kg – wall phones, smoke detectors.

Twist n Lock
Medium duty applications, up to 20kg - bathroom, & garage fixtures, mirrors & clocks.

Stud Solver
Medium duty applications, in plasterboard up to 10kg, in soft wood stud up to 20kg - curtain rods, coat racks, paintings, etc.

Super WallMate™
Heavy duty applications up to 20kg – shelving, mirrors, coat racks.

NB. Loads are based on application into 10mm plasterboard
HOLLOW WALL ANCHORS

Suitable for light to medium duty applications such as bathroom, kitchen and ceiling fixtures, shelving brackets, etc. Available for wall thicknesses from 5mm to 38mm thick.

Hollow Wall Anchor Setting Tool
Universal Anchors are an innovative, patented solution suitable for fixing to stone, concrete, solid brick, hollow wall and hollow brick substrates.

Universal Anchors work by expanding if applied to solid materials (solid concrete, brick or block) or by twisting in a knot formation, when applied in a hollow substrate (plasterboard wall or hollow block).

### Load Capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Solid Substrate</th>
<th>Hollow Wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6mm (red)</td>
<td>up to 26kg</td>
<td>up to 7kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm (blue)</td>
<td>up to 32kg</td>
<td>up to 11kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RamToggle™

Light duty nylon cavity fastener. The nylon body is non-conductive to electricity.

Spring and Gravity Toggles

Ideal for light to medium duty hook and bracket installation, electrical fittings and bathroom accessories into wall and ceiling applications.
Chemset™ is the leading Chemical Anchoring brand in Australia due to its high quality, reliability and versatility. The versatile Chemset™ range provides different options of cost and performance for anchoring threaded studs, reinforcing bars and starter bards into solid and hollow substrates. Only Chemset™ Injection anchoring adhesive cartridges have the unique top valve which is essential to preserve the contents of part used cartridges for later use. Chemset™ is the specifiers choice, with easy to use engineering data backed by rigorous testing.
CHEMSET™ 101 PLUS

A fast curing multi purpose chemical mortar for anchoring into solid concrete and masonry or hollow brick and concrete block.

Styrene free and low odor. Versatile, multi-purpose two part polyester anchoring system.

Fast cure for high productivity. Non-drip formula, ideal for overhead installation.
CHEMSET™ 801

A high performance chemical resistant vinyl ester adhesive. Heavy duty anchoring of threaded studs and reinforcing bar into solid concrete and stone. Fast cure, chemical resistant and suitable for contact with drinking water.

Tough and reliable for extra security.
Reo 502™ is ideal for Post installed rebar for structural concrete columns, walls, slabs and beams and Structural steel connections. Fast 3 hour cure Pure Epoxy for same day loading of rebar and threaded bar connections. Long working time increases mixing nozzle life in hot conditions. Versatile Pure Epoxy for adverse installation conditions such as core drilled and oversized holes (up to 2.25 x bar diameter), dry, damp, wet and flooded holes; even underwater. Patented Cartridge Design – fast dispensing, no leaks and construction site tough.
Ultrafix™ Plus is a fast curing adhesive for anchoring threaded rod and studs.

Available in convenient 300ml cartridge with 2 nozzles. Fits a standard caulk gun.
CHEMSET™ MAXIMA™

ChemSet™ Maxima™ capsules provide rapid cure, extra heavy duty anchoring of threaded studs into solid concrete and stone. For small jobs with few fixings.

One capsule for one hole - no mixing, no mess, no waste.
CHEMSET™ UNIVERSAL APPLICATOR GUN

The ChemSet™ Universal Applicator dispenses all of the products in the ChemSet™ Injection Range. Robust all metal construction, tough and durable with twin drive for extra power.
ACCESSORIES

**Multifit™ Sieve**

The Multifit™ Sieve allows for secure fixing to hollow substrates, extruded clay brick, and hollow concrete block. It forms a solid plug of adhesive in the brick or block cavity to provide a secure anchoring point and less chemical wastage. Easy, simple and quick to install. Can be used with Chemset™ 101 and Ultrafix PLUS™

**Mixer Nozzles**

Always use recommended mixing nozzles for each adhesive. Using the incorrect nozzle will result in improper mixing and poor load resistance. ISNP - Polyester and Epoxy Acrylate. ISNE - Pure Epoxy, Epoxy Acrylate and Vinyl Ester.
ACCESSORIES

ChemSet™ Anchor Studs

Available in M8 through to M24 and length up to 300mm; in zinc plated, hot dip galvanised and stainless steel 316.

Hole Cleaning Brushes

Available in 3 sizes (8-12mm, 16-20mm, 20-24mm)

Hole Cleaning Pump
Ramset™ Powder Actuated fastening systems are innovative, powerful, easy to use and specifically designed for Australian applications. These tools provide a fast fixing method for fastening many common building materials to concrete, masonry and steel.
FrameMaster™ TS750P

A power adjustable tool designed for fixing timber framing to concrete and general repetitive work.

FrameMaster™ Accessories

Drive Pins – For fastening to standard strength concrete, masonry and steel up to a maximum of 8mm.

Power Load Strip (yellow)
FORMMASTER™ Fixing to Masonry

High powered fastening system with the power and comfort to meet the demands of the timber and steel formwork industry and heavier repetitive fixing jobs.

FormMaster™ Accessories

Drive Pins – For fastening to standard strength concrete, masonry and steel up to a maximum of 8mm.

Power Load Strip (red & yellow)
FrameBoss™ is a fully automatic powder actuated tool, which is capable of fixing 10 pins without the need to reload or cycle the tool.

With a huge 380 Joules of impact energy coupled with power adjustment, the tool can be used in a wide variety of applications.

**FrameBoss™ Accessories**

Collated Drive Pins – For fastening to standard strength concrete, masonry and steel up to a maximum of 8mm.

Power Load Strip (red & yellow)
Bunnings welcome the opportunity to quote your next job.
Please contact your local Bunnings Account Manager or call 133 062.